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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we propose a distributed broadcast algorithm in wireless ad hoc network. In 

generally wireless ad hoc networks are having limited transmission range to cover their 

neighbors. The approach is based on static and dynamic broadcasting algorithm in wireless ad 

hoc network. In the static approach, the status of each node (forwarding/ non-forwarding) 

based on the routing information. Every node in ad hoc network continuously updates their 

node in all reachable paths. So it cannot achieve the good approximation factor which referred 

as non-deterministic polynomial time. It searches the node information based on higher order 

priority. So the constant approximation is only achieved if the position information is 

available. On the other hand dynamic approach, the distributed broadcast algorithm can 

achieve a good approximation factor without requesting position information (i.e. “on-the-

fly”) during the broadcast process. The dynamic approach routing paths are discovering when 

it is needed. Using position information simply the problem some applications is not having 

position in wireless ad hoc network. So broadcast algorithm based on dynamic approach 

achieve constant approximation factor and full delivery. 

Keywords—wireless ad hoc network, distributed broadcasting algorithm, constant 

approximation factor, mobility 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A wireless ad hoc network consist of several number of mobile nodes that communicate one 

another without require any infrastructure or central management through wireless packet 

relay. In wireless ad hoc network there is a limited transmission range. So, it communicates 

with their neighbors with in the transmission region. Neighboring node can communicate with 

one another with in the transmission range with radio propagation condition and vicinity of 

each node is adequate. A set of wireless node form a dominating set in unity disk graph. A 

dominating set is called connected dominating set (CDS). If the CDS can be used for 
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broadcasting a data to all its dominating set in consisting or flooding may occur. So finding 

minimum connected dominating set (MCDS). Unfortunately, discover a MCDS was proven to 

be non- deterministic polynomial time [1] so making the route is higher order priority and its 

more complicated. In generally, a variety of routing of routing protocols has been developed 

in ad hoc network environment. The routing protocols such as table-driven protocols and On-

demand routing protocols. The table driven routing protocols maintain its neighboring node 

information simultaneously, up-to-date routing information for every neighboring nodes. On 

the other hand On-demand routing protocol generate a route when the path is needed [2] [3].  

In several efficient flooding is different from broadcast strategy. The broadcasting mechanism 

is based on exchanging of data, which represent the predefined routing path [4]. In a broadcast 

process, every node make decision to forward/non-forward, this condition is called self-

pruning [5]. The broadcast algorithm based on static approach provides excellent result and 

full deliver if the position information is statically available. In dynamic broadcast algorithm 

is based on wireless topology information. Typically broadcasting based on dynamic 

approach require low cast of maintenance and achieve full delivery. Let’s consider a 

probabilistic approach rebroadcast a message upon receiving if its first time and it does not 

relay their neighbor information [6]. In neighboring designation algorithm each node select 

some forwarding node and exchanging data for those selected nodes. The selected nodes 

allow forwarding the data to another forwarding node. Self-pruning algorithm consist to avoid 

flooding. if the node receive the data in previous transmission [5]. Compared to self-pruning 

algorithm, the neighbor designation algorithm can achieve the constant approximation factor 

in 1-hop neighboring information and self-pruning algorithm based on 2-hop neighboring 

information can achieve constant approximation and full delivery. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, related work. In section III and IV 

analyzing distributed broadcasting algorithm and its performance. Finally we conclude this 

paper in section V. 

RELATED WORK 

We consider an ad hoc network as undirected graph G = (V, E) is a sub set of v', where V' is 

an adjacent of some node v. In wireless ad hoc network the nodes are distributed in a two-

dimensional plane. Every node has a unique identification and each node consist of list of 

information about its neighbors. In one hop broadcasting, each node u can broadcast its 

location information in all reachable transmission regions [7]. In a wireless ad hoc network 

utilize local topology information and broadcasting state information to reduce the number of 

transmission or number of duplicate message for rebroadcasting. 

In broadcast process, before the broadcast process begin called static and during the broadcast 

process called dynamic. In static approach is called proactive, each node compute 

simultaneously the network topology changes. So it’s independent of broadcast state 
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information. In dynamic approach is called reactive. Since the status of each node compute 

wireless topology information and broadcast state information. 

As we have seen many existing neighboring information algorithm which are used to finding 

the neighboring position and topology information. In self-pruning algorithm each node 

makes a decision forward/non-forward a message and avoids flooding. In neighboring 

designation algorithm each node selects some forwarding node and exchanging data’s for 

those selected nodes [8, 9].  The selected nodes allow forwarding the data to another 

forwarding node. Qayyum et al propose multipoint relay (MPL) forward nodes to optimized 

state. This covers 2-hop neighbors [10]. 

The connected dominating set rule the power management in wireless ad hoc network used to 

make a node in sleep mode. In sensor network the motes sleeping for maximum power saving 

and it’s not responsible for forwarding message. When the time period is expired the motes 

come under normal operating condition [11]. 

PROPOSED: DYNAMIC BROADCAST APPROACH 

Using dynamic approach, the status of each node (forward/non-forward) based on wireless 

topology information. In self-pruning algorithm each node determines its own status of 

forwarding or non-forwarding based on self –condition. In neighbor –designation algorithm 

each node select predefined forwarding node to broadcasting the packets via radio 

propagation [12]. Figure1 shows the active boundary algorithm. Based on dynamic approach 

the neighbor-designation algorithm and self-pruning algorithm can achieve constant 

approximation and full delivery and also cover the small size CDS. 

 

Fig1.1Finding shortest path using active boundary 
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Static approach can achieve excellent result for constant approximation factor and full 

delivery if the position information is available. The problem is many applications are not 

having position information practically [13]. So we design an active boundary algorithm (self-

pruning and neighboring designation algorithm). 

THE PROPOSED ACTIVE ALGORITHM: 

Algorithm (The Proposed Active Boundary Algorithm) 

Begin 

   Initialize node ids 

       If a node u broadcast the packet p 

         Before initialize the receiving node x 

             then  

                Discard the message 

                  return 

                   end if 

                     if a node u updates its list of neighbors 

                    then 

                Broadcast packet p to selected destination node v 

               end if 

            Update the neighbor-id 

          Remove the packet if any node receiving node in previous transmission 

          else 

         Node status= non-forward/unavailable 

       Remove the message  

    end if  

end 

 

 

The above broadcasting algorithms prove the constant approximation factor and full delivery. 

Let’s consider every node has a list of 2-hop neighbor’s information. First each node 

broadcast its id or port number to its neighbor and every node contain a list of its neighbor’s 

information. This will form a connected dominating set. After determined the status (status 

means forward or non- forward nodes) of nodes. Local topology information forms a shortest 

path and makes tree themselves. Now each node will get the shortest hop information and 

send information to their neighbors. Suppose a node may go to another set means current set’s 

topology automatically changes the structure. 
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 One of the major task of this paper work is the design of distributed broadcast 

algorithm can achieve the full delivery without requesting the position information. To 

confirm the analytical result, here we implemented active boundary algorithm, liu et al.’s 

algorithm (a neighboring- designation algorithm) [14], edge forwarding algorithm (a self-

pruning algorithm) [15]. Both existing broadcast algorithms use position information of nodes 

to reduce the transmission nodes. To compute the number of broadcast nodes, we uniformly 

distributed the nodes in square of size 1,000 × 1,000 m2. Figure 2&3 shows the average ratio 

of broadcasting nodes for over 500 runs for each given value of the input (i.e., the 

transmission range). 

 

Fig.2. Ratio of broadcast nodes versus total number of nodes 

In figure.2, shows the transmission range to 250m and varied the total number of nodes from 

25to 1,000. In figure.3, shows the number of nodes was fixed to 1,000 and transmission range 

varied from 50-300m. 

 

 

Fig.3.Ratio of broadcast node versus transmission range 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we propose distributed broadcast algorithms to reducing the total number of 

transmissions. In distributed broadcast algorithm based on static approach cannot achieve full 

delivery without position information. Even certain issues proved constant approximation 

factor if relative position information is available. Using the dynamic approach, the 

distributed broadcast algorithm can achieve full delivery without position information. 

Therefore, broadcast algorithm based on dynamic approach can achieve constant 

approximation and full delivery without requesting position information. 
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